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The purpose ofthis paper isto define fimctions on a S-dimensional space and
 
study the properties ofthese fimctions,which hasbeen donefor 1 and 2-diriiensional
 
^ace. The 3-dunensional space used is suhspace ofthe 4-dimensional quatemionic space.
 
Much ofthe work done parallels complex analysis. Because ofthe identities discovered,
 
further study into quatemionic analysisis likely. Also the results allowfor many
 












































Complex matrices oftheform I ^I are called quaternions. The quartemions
 
form a 4-dimensionalvector space overthe realnumbers. IwiU referto this set of
 
matrices asHand it win be written H=|a/+6r+c/+cfife|a,J,c,c? e r} where
 
(-1 0^~ / 0j■ purpose ofthis paper isto study 
the subset ofH where d-0. This subsetforms a 3-dimensionalvector space overthe real 
numbers. IwiU referto this subset asJ and it will be written J={a+bi+<^\a,6,c e R}. 
Iwill be discussing the algebraic and functional properties ofthese 3-dimeiisional 
quaternions. Much ofwhatIhave done parallelsthe work done in 2-dimensional complex 
analysis. 
The first part ofthis paperintroducesthe quaternions and their algebraic
 
properties. The set Hforms an algebra overthe reals. Next,properties ofthe subsetJ
 
are examined. It is shownthat the setJ is not closed under multiplication. Integral
 
powers are closed but division in general is not. The Jordan productwiU be used onthe
 




Once a Jordan algebra is establidied,elementary fimctionswith domain and
 
codomainJ are defined. These fimctions are defined aspower series with real
 
coefficients. The exponentialfiinction is an example ofan elementary function and will be
 
used throu^outthis paperto demonstrate various properties orformulas ofelfementary
 
functions. A discussion ofthe convergence ofsuch functions will be done which parallels
 
the complex analysisversion showingthe convergence ofcomplex analytic functions.
 
Thiswillbefollowed by an explanation ofwhy theformal derivative ofan elementary
 




Thisleadsto the next part ofthe paper. Since theformal derivative wasnOt
 
attainable,aformula relating the adjoint matrix and the Jacobian ofan elementary function
 
wascreated and proven. Again,the exponentialis used to demonstrate the discoveries
 
that were madein this section ofthe paper. .
 
Next,some applications ofthese elementary functions wiU be explored. The
 
divergence and curl ofthe exponentialfunction asweU asthe general elementary function
 
win be calculated. Stokes'stheorem and the Divergencetheorem wiU then be applied.
 
The divergence and curlhave applicationsin physics.
 
Thistopic waschosen because it waspossible to create functions with domain
 
and codomain J,these functions being power series. This made it possible to do studies
 
similar to real and complex analysis. It is hoped thatthe results ofthis project wiU find
 





Quaternions and a 3-diniensional Hyperplane
 
(z w .^
Acomplex 2x2 matrix ofthe formi jI is called a quaternion. Quaternions 
• *t. £■ I a+ib c+cd^ fl 0^are writtenmthe form _ , • j „ 2-L \ = a\ +b\o 0^
—c+id a—ibj [^0 1
J
 
where a, b, c and d are realnumbers. For the purpose of thispaper, ^ = ( q 
7= _i ° oriU-=!=(« 'Uior"* iJ^'= 0 o1
vA 
which allows the quaternion to be written 
q=a+bt+y +dk. The foUowingproperties are clear for I, T, j and k : 
—j'^ = = —/, Tj =k, j7= —k, Jk =T, ^ = -7, kT =J, Tk = —J. Let (X denote 
the hinction with domain the quaternions and codomain V^CR) givenby f 
a C is a bijection, andunder a the structure ofmatrix 
addition corresponds withvector addition, and the structure of scalar multiplication of 
matrices corresponds to scalar multiplication. The isomorphism(X means the setHof 
quaternions is a 4-dimensionalvector space over the realnumbers. 
We wUlnow be discussing the hyperplane of the quaternions whered= 0. It will 
be shown that the subset J= {a+b7+^\a,b,c e r} forms a 3-dimensional vector space 
over the reals. 
Theorem 2.1 









q,+q^ =(a+bj+cj)+(a2+b2t+cj)={a,+a^+(b^+b^)i +(c,+c^)je J.
 
2. 	 ■ associative 
Thisis inherited fromH. 
3. 	 identity
 
















Therefore q^-—q^ isthe inverse of q^
 
Show J is closed under scalar multiplication.
 





















=(ajflj ^a^bj -irb^c^k +a^cj-b^cjk-c^c^
 
=[a^a^ -6,62-C1C2)+(^162 +(^1^2 +(^i'^2"
 
Since hais a^-component, Jisnot closed under multiplication. WhileHformsan
 
algebra overthe reals,Jisnot a subalgebra because it is not closed under multiplication.
 
Jis also not commutative in general.
 
Let^1^2 s J­
So^i^2 =(«i«2-bA -CiC^)+{aA +a^b^i +(aiC2 +a^c)]+{b^c^-Ac^k,
 
and ^2qi =(«2+ +<^2J)("i+ J^) 
= +a^bj■¥a^cj ^ a^bj-bA +b2C^k +a^c^j -b^c^k ­
 ~ ^1^2 ^1^2) (^2^1 (^2^1^ (^2^1 ^1^2)^
 
56 ^1^2^®causethekterms are different.
 
ThereforeJisnot commutative. In fact,the^-components are opposites while the others
 
are the same This willbe useful later. Also,since the elements ofJ do not commute,
 
division is not weU-defined,since 'and ql^q^ are not necessary equal.
 
Next,it win be shownthatJis closed under integral powers,eventhou^Jisnot
 








LetV be any 2-dimensional subspace which containsthe real axis. ThenV isisomorphic
 








 (O,cos\i/,sijivi/)	 Let Hj.be a planethrongthe real axis where
 
0< v|/< 71 isthe dihedral angle IIh- makeswiththe
 
plane spanned bythe realaxis and the i-axis.
 
The span of(1,0,0)and(O,cos\i/,sin\i/)givesthe subspace V. WewiU refer to such a
 




















Therefore q eYmeansq= 5C0S\1/ =t+scos\\i+s^\\rj for someA,^ e R­
VJsin\|/y
 




1. Show a„, islinear.
 
Let Cj,C2 6R and qi,q2 e 11^.
 
 So aj^c^q^ +<^2^2)= cos\\f,s,sm\|/)+02(^2,^2(^os\\f,s^ siny)]
 
=a cos\|/,Cj5i sm\]))+(c^t^,c^s^ cosxi/jCj^j sin\|/)]
 















Therefore £i:r.„ is linear.
 
2. Show is a bijection.
 












Let Cj,C2 e C with c^ -c^.
 
So Cj= +Sjj and c^=t^ +s^i where and ^ R-











Therefore a„, is oneto one.
 
hasnow been shownto be a bijection.
 




So q'j =^1+^1 cos\|/+.Si sin\|^ and +^2 cos\|/? +^2 sinxi^'.
 
Alsoaj^q^q^=a^[(/i +^1 cos\|/+s^ sm\|^)(/2 +^2cos\|/+^2 sinxj/)]
 
(fyt^ +^1^2 cosx]/+^i52 srnvj^+Ji^2 cosx]// cos^ \\f+s^S2 cosvi/sm\|/fc
 
\ +5j^2 sin\|^-51^2 cos\)/sm\\£-SiS^ sin^ \(/
 

















Since is a bijection which preserves multiplication, is an isomorphism. An
 
isomorphism has been constructed from an arbitrary 2-dimensional subspace containing
 
















So we may write^=f+5cos^-i-5'sun^ and ^e
 
Also sC(the complex plane).
 
Thusq lies on a plane isomoiphicto the complex plane and therefore hasthe same
 
properties a pointin the complex plane hais. Since the complex plane is closed under
 
multiplication q can be multiplied with itselfand the product will stiU be in the planefl^.
 
Since division in the complex plane is weU-definedq can beinverted and the reciprocal
 
will stiU be in the plane 11^. In other words,aU integral powersofq remain in the plane
 
ThereforeJis closed under integral powers.
 




Let cos\|/+jjsinxj^ and q^ = +^2cos\|/? +^2sinxgr.
 
So ^1^2 ={tA +s^t2)cos\\ri +(t^S2 +V2)smx|^e U^.
 
Multiplyingtwo elementsin differentC-planes gives a different result,however.
 
Let^1 e andq^ e .
 
So q^ =?!+^1 cos\|/iZ +J'l sm\|/j7 and qj=^2 +-^2 cos\|/2^ +-^2 sin\i/27­
11
 
 Thus^1^2 ^1^2 cosxi/j?+t^s^ sinxi/jJ+'S'i^j cos\|//- cos\|/j cosxj/j +^1^2 cos\|/i sinxi/jA
 
+Si?2 sin\\fj- sin\|/i cosxi/j^- sinxj/j sin vi/j
 
=(^5^2 -s^s^ cos\|/i cos\i/2 -^1^2 sin\|/i sin\|/2)+(?iJ2 cos\|/2 +^1/2 cosxi/Jr
 
+(?i52 sin\|/2 +^1^2 sin\i/i)j+(5i52 cosvi/jsin^ -s^s^ sin\(/i cos\[/2)^
 
= cos(\|/i-M/2)+(^-^2 cos\i/2 +^1^2 cosxi/j)T+{t^S2 sinY2+^1^2 Vi)j
 
+5i52sm(V2-^i)^­
Thisshowsthe product oftwo elementsin different planes is not an element ofJunless
 
the sin(^2 ~Wi)= •^ Thisis true when \|/2 -xpi =nti,meaningthetwo elements would
 
lie on the same plane. Therefore thetwo elements must be in the same planeforthe
 
productto be in the same plane,or even in the subspace J.
 
Now that anisomorphism hasbeen established between the complex plane and any
 
plane containing the real axis,which we will refer to as a C-plane,similarities between
 
complex numbers and quaternionsin a plane wiU be discussed.
 
Properties ofthe complex plane:
 












Properties ofelements ofJthat lie in one C-plane:
 
1. 	^ 1,^2 e
 
e 11^ (proved previously)
 




q^ =/j+5,cosxj/+5jsin\|^ and q^ =t^+s^ cos\|/+s^ sin\|^.
 




3. ^ 2 isthe inverse ofq^
 
(■ 	 \ 
^ . . t,	 Y .

^1 = +5i cosxj/?+5i smviy q^= ^ ^ + COS\l/? + smxp 
, h +5i (tj +5j} \t^ +5l'/ 
^1^2 ~(^l +SiCOS\\fi +5iSUl\|^) , ^ , (ti +-i'i cosxpf +-^1sin\|^)Vti +5i 	^  ^ 
-sJi cosvi/f +-5j/j sin\|^ +'S'i^i cos\\fT cos^ cos\|/sin\|/l^ 
j 2 , 2+^1 (+^1tj sin \|^ + sin \|/ cos \\rk +^ sin^ \|/ 
= 1 
13 








As stated previously, in general the product of two elements of J is not
 
commutative. Their products differ onlyin the ^ -componentswhich are negatives ofeach
 




Reflection in a hvperplane Suppose U is a hyperplane of the n-dimansional inner
 
product space V, defined as the set ofvectors orthogonalto a fixed unit vector w. Then
 
we define r^, the reflection in U, by the formula r^{v)=v-{2v•w)w, where v is an
 
























If qi and ^2 are elements of the same C-plane then q\q2 has no k component, and 
therefore reflecting with respect to the ^-vector does nothing. r'-(^2^i) ~ q^qv It was 
shown previously that ^2^1 ~ ^ 1^2 and q^ are in the same C-plane. Therefore 
(^2^1) = ^ 2^1 =^1^2­
Case 2; 
Ifqi and q2 are elements of different C-plahes, theproofis a little more complicated. 
Let 6 and ^ 2 ^ 11^2 • 
So ^1^2 = (ti^2 -^1^2)cos(\i/i - \|/2 )+(-52A C0S\l/2 +^1^2 COSXPi)i 
+(5:2^1 sinvi/2 +-51^2 sm\\fi)j +3^3^ sin(\|/2 ~ Vi)^ 
and q^qi = -3^3^)cos(\|/i - vi/2)+(•^2^1 cosv)/2 + cosvpi)i 
+{32ti sin \|/2 +51^2 sinxpi)y -51^2 sin(\|/2 -rPi)^• 
15 






+(^2h M^2+■^/2 sinVi)J-■5i'S2 sin(\|/2 - \|/i)/t + ^2 sin(\|/2 ^ Vi 
= (^1/2 -^1^2)cos(vi/i -^2)+(^2^1 cos^2 + *^1^2 cos\|/i)r 
+(^2^ ^ V2 +-^1^2 sin¥1)J+■5i'52 sin(¥2 -¥1 
= ^ 1^2­
Thisproves the lemma r-(q'2^1) = ^ 1^2• 
T,emma 2.5 
_, oLet ^  eJ. Then ^  =7^­
H ■ .
 
.Prnnfnf T emma: ^ 
Let q =a^+bj+cj and q~^ = +bj+c^j.
 
So qq~^ = a^a^+a^bj+a^cj+a^bj-bjj^ +^2^+«2^/"K^ik - c^c^.
 
For to be the inverse of q 
«1«2 -KK -^1^2 = 1' «1^2 +«2^ = 0, «iC2 +a2^^i = 0 and b^c^ -b^c^ = 0. 
Solving for unknowns ci^,b^ and in terms of otj,6j and Cj, 
16 
^1 . -K , -^1
 








qq ■' =(a.+V+cJ)[ ' ](«. -6.r-..J) 
= T—^rrri'^i - )H-^l +Ci 




It was determined at a later point in this study that knowing the form and 
relationship between h~^qh andhqh'^, where h, q e J, yvas usefiil. 







(a^al+a^b,b^ +a2^i<^2 +«i^2 -^2^1(^2+^A}
 





_(~^2^2^1"^^2^1^2 ~^2p2^\"^^1^2^2 "'"^2^1^2 ~^Tp2^'^^ .
 

















_+(fl[2^-i ^2''1 "'"''1^2 "'"^^l^2^2)j~i,^^2^1^2 2cljb2C^k
 
Notice their sum isin J.
 
Since J is not closed under multiplication,the Jordan product wiU be used,and the
 






The Jordan productis defined asfollows. Let^i,^2 ^ J' [^15^2]~ x(^i^2 +^2^1)­
18
 




Let =Oj+6,/+^i73nd ^ 2 "=>^2+^2'■'"^aJ-
Using the definition of the Jordanproduct, 
[^1/^2] -|[(«i+V +'^J)(«2 +V+C27)+(«2 +^2' +C27)(ai+6i? +cj)\ 
^-aib^i +a^Cjj +a2b^i -^A +b^C2k +a2Cj -b2Cik ­
_+a^a2 +a2bj+a2cj+yb2i -hA -^b^cf+a^C2]-biC^k-c^c^ 
=(ajaj-^A "^1^2) '^2^1V +(^1^2+^2^1)7 e J. 
Thus, using thisproduct, we now have a Jordan algebra. 
The following are various properties of the Jordanproduct. 
ljSiq^,q2,qi y ssiA r e lk. 
ki,^2l (^1^2+m) 
= ^ (^+^1^2) 
=[<12A\ 















The Jordan productis distributive.
 









=7(^1^2^3 +^1^3^2 +^2^3^1 +^3^2^i)­
The Jordan productisnot associative asthefollowing computation shows. The
 















~(^i^2^3 ~"^3^1^2 ~'^3''1^2 ~ ~^1^2^3~^2''1^3 ~'^1^2^3)
 
+[a^a^b^ +a^a^b^+a^a^b^-\b^b^ -b^c^c^ -b^c^c^+b^c^e^)i
 
+{a^a^c^ +a,a,C2 +b^b^c,-bJj^c^+a^a^c^-byb^c^-CyC^c^)] 






i^^oh^q — ^q^q^q-^q^v^v+ ^q^v^v+^q^v^vj+
 




"^^o^q^v+ ^o^q^v+ ^ o^q^v— ^ o^q^v— ^ o^q^v— ^ o^q^t>^+
 
r^o^ji^o-^o^q^q — ^o^v^v+ ^ci^q^q-^o^q^q+^o^v^d+ +
 
i^o^o^q+ ^o^o^q— ^ o^o^q— ^ q^q^q— ^ q^v^v+ ^<fv^v-\­
— ^ o^o^v — ^q^q^v — ^ q^q^v — ^ o^o^v — ^ q^q^v — = ^b^b^b
 
^o^q^v+^o^q^v+^D^q^v — ^ o^q^v — ^D^q^v — ^ o^q^v^+
 

















Elementary Functionsand Their Convergence
 
Nowthat it hasbeen established thatwe are working with a set that is closed
 
under the Jordan product,functions with domain and co-domain ofJwiU be considered.
 



















The exponentialfunctionis defined asfollows: f{q)= •
 
Thisis an example ofan elementaryfunction at a=0.
 
The elementary functions discussed in this paper willbe centered atthe origin. In
 












as complex analyticfunctions converge on a disc centered atthe origin. ThiswiU be done
 
by first provingabsolute convergence,then by showingthe radius ofconvergenceRisthe
 
















_ *1 _ ^w+l
In this proof,division ofabsolute values ofquaternionsis used. While — isnot well-

defined since could equal either q„^^ • or q~^ • ,which are not necessarily
 








Supposethe distance fi"om qto the origin islessthan or equalto somerwhich is strictly
 
lessthan the distance firom q;to the origin.
 










 which means =0,
 




















Again we are dealing with absolute values,or distancesfromthe origin,which meanswe
 
do nothaveto worry about division ofquaternions since|^|e R.
 
Continuing the proof,wehave|c„||^| < Mp"for all«.
 


















The proofofthistheorem worksfor quaternionsthe same way it doesfor
 

















1 ^c^q" converges onlyfor q—0.
 
2 llc^q" convergesfor all
 
3 2 convergesfor some^butnot all
 








Ifcase	3is true,the radius ofconverg^ce willbe defined asfollows:
 
Let q'be a point ofconvergence and q"a point ofdivergence.
 












Wenow definethe radius ofconvergence to bethe numberR such that
 
y <R means ^c^q"convergesand |^|> R means T^c^q" diverges.
 
Thiscompletesthe definition ofthe radius ofconvergence. Using this definition along
 
with Theorem 3.1,the convergence ofan elementary fimction can befound.
 
Since our radius ofconvergencefor elementary quatemionic fimctionsis based on
 
distances fi"omthe origin, a fimction wiU havethe same radius ofconvergence in each
 
C-plane. In other words,the fimction f[q)= T^c^q" converges on a ball ofradiusR
 
centered at the origin,fconvergesfor aU pomtsinsidethe ball, divergesfor aU points
 
outside the ball,and aswith complex analysis/isinconclusive onthe boimding sphere.
 
Wenow knowthatthese elementary fimctions are absolutely convergent on an
 
open ball centered atthe origin with radiusi?. Next wiU be a theorem used to determine
 
whatthe value ofR is. The ratio test will be used in the nexttheorem so a proofofthis
 










a) If/Kl the series converges.
 
b) If/)>1 the series diverges.
 






Assume/7<1 and let r=l/2('l+>^.
 
Thusp<r<1 since r isthe midpoint between 1 and p.
 
Itfollowsthat the numbers=r-p is positive.
 
jj jj 
Sincep=^^^ itfollowsthatfork suflBciently large say the ratio are 
k^ k^ 
within e units ofp.
 














^K+3 k+2 ^ ^ k
 
Uk^ <rU,^3 < etcetera.
 
But IH < 1.
 
So that rU^ +r'''U^ +rWi^+...is a convergent geometric series.
 
Fromthe above inequalities and the comparison test itfollowsthat +U^+3+...
 
must also be a convergent series.
 
Thus t/j+t/j+^3+•• • • convergesbecause convergence is unaffected by deleting
 
a finite munber oftermsfirom the beginmng ofa series.
 




Assumep> \ thus8=/?-1 is a positive number.
 
Since p- t. it followsthatfor k sufficiently large say l^Kthe ratio —^is
K —f'-1-00 U^ (J^
 






















Since >0 it followsthat^ ^0­
So[/j+t/j+••-+^4+•• • diverges.
 










^ ^ lim k+\ lim ^ ,
















































n -> CO ~ n 00 ~ 1^1n -> 00
 



















































n ->co ~ n —>oo(w+l)! ~n-^^n+\
q"
 
























 The exponentialfunction hasthe same radius ofconvergence in real, complex and
 








infinite series viq. If^isin a particular C-plane,then all powers ofq are also in the C-

plane because thetheorem stated previously showed this. Also,any finite sum ofthese
 
powersis also in the same C-plane. Thisis also trueforthe limit ofthese sums.
 
Obviously,the same property holdsfor any elementary function.
 
Next,an attemptwasmadeto find the derivative ofan elementary function using a
 
definition based on the calculus derivative. In calculus,when given thefunction
 
f{x)= thefunctionfix)=nc^x"~^ is proven to be the derivative function. In
 
complex analysiswhen given thefunction /(z)=c„z",it is proven thatthefunction
 
f'iz)=nc^z"'^ isthe derivative function. Thiswasanimportant discovery in complex
 
analysis. For both calculus and complex analysis,however,showingthatfwasthe
 
derivative function required using the binomialtheorem. An attemptwas madeto follow
 
the complex analysis proof,but wewereimableto usethe binomialtheorem. Rewritten
 
for quaternions,a reasonable analogue ofthe binomialtheorem wouldlook asfollows:
 














v> .0, a> <3y
 






whicli doesnot equal(q + h/.
 










side ofthe following equation.
 
[f(q+h)-f[q),hr'\~ inc„q"-'= Sc„(q+h)"-Z tnc„q"-'

*■ M=1 L.«=0 «=0 -• «=1 
Using the right side of the above equation. 
= + -^r,q"h~' +^h-'c„(q+h)" -'j^h-'c^q"
2 Lw=0 w=0 «=0 M=0 M=1 
{[^»(^+^)" + 
^ n=2 










Ifwehad been able to bound the right side ofthis equation so as A ->0the whole right
 








With very httle success at proving this,the cases wheren=2and n=3were
 
considered. While doing these,ittumed outthat the limit ofthe ri^ tside as A —>0was
 
path dependent,and therefore we could not state that
 
f{q)= o[/(^+ ~ 1 wasequalto H.nc„q"'. Thefollowing showshow
 




\f{q-^h)-f{q),h~^]-^nc„q"-^ = fA"'fc+A)"- +((^+A)"-^")A"'-Inq"'^
 















Assaid previously in this paper h'^ qh and hqK^ were both multiplied outin 
componentform to seeifanything could be gained. The hope wasthat h'^ qh and hqh ^ 
would equal 2q. When this didn't work,an effort wasmadeto rewrite aU oftheterms 
without using h'^. This also failed. Nextthetermswere rewritten in components 
J, j,andk where h=hy+l\i +hjandq=q^+qj+^3]■ 
Let hq = qh+ahmdqh =hq-ak vAika eK. 
lliese two terms differ only in the k component which are opposites. 
VaxLsh'^qh+hqhr^ ={qh+ak)h~^+h~^{hq+ak^ 
= q+a^'^ +q-ah~^k 
= 2q+akh~^-ah'^ic. 
Continuing with then- 2 case, the components ofh and qwiUbe used. 
— cjh ^ qh+hqh ^+2h-2q) 
= — c^{2q+akh~^ -ah'^k^+cji-C;^q 










Substituting these valuesinto the above equation.
 
=c.




a = the constant of the k component of qh whichis -^2
 






As /z -> 0 the above equation has no hmit because it depends on the path ofh. 
Thisproves that our attempt fails for the case where n=l. 
37 






























Since we are dealing with a space that hasthe Jordan product defined on it,it is
 








An attempt wasmadeto show thatthese Jordanfunctions converge absolutely. A
 
proofsimilar to the one used for elementary wastried,but did notwork. Thefollowing
 
counter-example showsthat these Jordan functions do not converge absolutely.
 




thenfor each^with \q\ <|^o| the series/(^)= is absolutely convergent. This
 
statement can be shownto befalse using a counter-example. Therefore,these Jordan
 





















rm ^ . rm^
 
and =a cos—+a sm—7
 
To obtain values of ,tbefollowing table willbe used.
 
«TC . 






r „i „ rm rm J . rm . rm\
J=a"cosycosy-a|^-smysm—|
 
, „ m, rm „ . rm rm,.
 
+ a cos—cos—+a -sm—cos^—/
 
2 2 2 2
 






„ . rm rm -c
 









converges because a <1. The T-component converges because it iszero. The
 











































mt . rm-r ,. wi-f1 -r
[c,.r]= cos—-sm—I+«!sm—7, — /
 










Looking atjustthe real part,
 
. 7771^ 1 /-r\"+i
f 1 1 I • rm\ I /-r\«
. f 51TI — 1 7 I




















The first piece converges,butthe second part diverges.
 










Adjoints and Jacobians ofElementary Functions
 
Now that it hasbeen established that the usual derivative is not defined asit was
 








In orderto comparethe Jacobian of/with the derived fimction,wewiU actually be
 








In orderto compute A^,,we must compute[/*,!],[f JX and[/*,7].
 












X,y,andz, then the colvinans of A are asfollows.
 
[a„+aj+a^J, l] [a^+aj+a^J, T] [an +a^ii +a^J,j]
 










In real and complex analysis,the Jacobian and the adjoint ofthe derivative
 
function are coincidental, and the Jacobian has certain propertiesknown asthe Cauchy-

Riemann equations. Wewillbe determining what,ifany,the properties ofthe Jacobian
 





















Li order to determine the relation^p betweenthe Jacobian and the adjoint matrix,
 
weinvestigate the properties ofan arbitrary monomial Notethat the behavior ofa
 
monomialoftheform(q-af willhave these same properties,so we can work with <f
 















Thus M=x^- -z^, V=2x>'and"w=2xz.
 







v2z 0 2x y
 




The derived fimction isf*iq)=2q=2x+T2y+j2z.
 
So aji =2x, ajj=2y and =2z.
 






\^2z 0 2x y
 

















6xz -2yz 3x^ -y^-3^'
 
The derived function isf*{q)=3q^ ={3x^-3y^ -3z^)+i6yy+j6xz.
 
So .= 3x^-3y^-3z^,, aTji = and flji =6xz.
 





6xz 0 3x^-3y^ — 3z^
 
Now it is clear that J. A.,,although they agree in the firstrow and column. It
 
{ J 	 J .
 
is also interesting to notice some ofthe propertiesthat seemto be true about Jf. Should 
■ ■ ■ ■ ' , ' ■ ■ ■ ■ , ' 1 








oo. . - ' 	 .
 



































12x^z-4/z-4z^ -8xyz 4x -Axy -12xz ^ 
 




'^4x^-12xy^-12xz^ - 12x^>'+Ay^+4_yz^ - 12x^z+4;;^z+4z^^
 







 Once again the Jacobian and adjoint agree only in the firstrow and column. Also the
 
three equationsfi"om Theorem 4.1 are true.
 
It would be helpfiil,however,to have a non-polynomial examplefor comparison.
 
Going backto the e?q)onential example again,wewiU find the Jacobian and adjoint
 
matricesfor this elementary fimction by first computing u,v and w ej^Hcity. In orderto
 
























= 2~foc„(^)] (sincea preserves powers).

H=on! '■ ' 
oo 2 «
Therefore a^(e^) = 2^ means a^(e^)= by the definition of the 
exponential fimction. Also = ^ '(cos^+z sin^). Combining the previous 
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 resultswe can obtain a useableform for e^.
 






Finally,we conclude thatthe coordinate functionsfor are
 


























Takingthe derivative ofboth with respecttoy,
 
5\j/ ds 	 - d\\/ . ds
 
l=-5sm\i/—^ + cosxu— and 0=5cos\i/— + sm\i/—.























Substituting — into the above equation allowsustofind —.
 
. d\\f . 2 a\|/ ^ d\\f
 
-5C0S\|/—- -5Sm Mf— - SCOS \|/—
 
5\|/ ^ ^dy ^dy













ds 5v|/ . .
 





















ds ^ . du ^ ^ . du
 
Substituting — back into — we can finish computing —.
 



























Taking the derivative ofboth with respecttoz,
 
dw . Svp , , ds
 
0=-5sm\i/— + cosxi/— l=5Cos\|/— + smvi/—.


















































. 5y. , . &
 
Wecan nowfind the value of— by substitumg — mtothe equation —= .
 


































—s-sooAsoo + —/Kxnsffms-1,a =—
 





























zg ZQ' ^g „

•— goijodiooo q8Tonobo oav —o;ioqoBq —soTjtqtJsqns
 
ng ' . ' ng ' sg''
 
 dw ,f . 5\|/ , . ds
 









——^ + e cos5sm\|/cos\|/.
 
dw / 9\|/ . ds
 
—=e sin5cosxi/-;— + sm\J/cos5—

dz V dz dz
 
A . cos\|/
e I sm5cos\|/- + smv|/cosJsm\i/j
 
e* sini'cos^ xi/ , .,
 
+ e cos5sm x|/.
 
Thus,wehave computed the Jacobian matrixforf{q)=
 
e COS5 -e smjcosxj/ -e smjsmxj/
 
e sm^cosxp
 e* sinjsin^ x|/ -e sm.ssmx|/cosx|/
 
+e*cosjcos^ x|/ +e'cos5sin x|/cosx|/
 
-e sm5smx|/cosx|/ e'sin^cos^ x|/
e sm^smxj/
 
+e cosa'smxj/cosxi/ +e*cos^sin^ xp
 




The Jacobianforthe exponentialfimction satisfiesthe equationsin Theorem 4.1.
 
Also,since f*{q)=fiq)wehave/*(^)=e^ =e*coss+ie* sin^cosviz+Je'sin^sinvi/.
 
From which we calculate the adjoint matrix.
 





Vc'sin^sinv]/ 0 e'coss j
 
WewiU come backto the exponential example later when a relationdiip between
 
Jj and . hasbeen determined. Wenote,however,that the firstrow and column agree
 
asin the monomialcases <i,(f and .
 
Fromlooking atthese examples,it wasobviousthatthe Jacobian and the adjoint
 










The set ofderivations onHforms a vector space and becomesa Lie algebra under
 
the usualcommutator bracket product. Thefollowing derivations werefound by letting
 












H=a+bJ+CJ with p,^e H.
 
WhenD(pq)=D(p)q+pD(q),the set ofderivations consists of4x4 matrices of
 
''O 0 0 0^
 
0 0 0 -a
 
theformD= where a,P and y e R.
0 0 0 -(3
 




H=a+if+c/ with p,^ eH"^.
 
WhenD([/>,^])=\p{p),q\-\-\p,D{q)\ then the set ofderivations consists ofmatrices of
 
0 0 0 0
 
0 0 -a -P
 
theformD= where a,P and y e R.
0 a 0 -y
 




J= Of + with ^ e J"^.
 








Notethat the vector ^ace ofderivatioiis on is 1-dimensional. Also,it worked
 






















Given D= 0 0 -a , we defineD to bethe unique derivation such that
 
vO a 0 y
 




DD =DD= 0 1 0 . Thus, D = 0 0 relative to the standardbasis. 




The followmgproperty of the derivation matrix provedvery usefiil later in 
determining the relationdiip between and 
Let Abe any 3 by 3 matrix. 
\ \
 
*11 12 **13 0 0 0
 





vO a 0 y
V^31 ^32 ^33y 
r, V V A 
0 0 0 1^1 ^12 a,13 0 0 0 
ThenD AD= 0^ 0^ /aX *^21 22 a23 0^ 0^ -a^^21 ^22VO 0X.«3i «32 «33A0 CC 0 
V. \ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
X«: ^Xa3i/a«^ 1 /a'^32Xfl  /a»^33 0v' 0^ 
.-Xa21 -%«22 -X«23A^ " ^ 
0 0 0 
= 0 ^33 ~^32
 
VO ~^23 ^22 )
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The definition of D* together with the above property are whatled to theformula
 
relating the Jacobian and adjoint.
 
Asstated earlier,the Jacobian and adjoint differed only in thelower rightfour
 
entries. By usingthe derivation matrix,the processfor determining the relationship
 
between the Jacobian and adjoint began to move along rapidly. Beforelong,aformula
 
wasstated that worked for the examples given earlier.
 






















fo 0 0^ f0 0 0^
 
D= 0 0 -a and D*= 0 0 X
 
KP a 0j lo -X 0)
 
Wewdlalso usethe conjugate and the divergence ofthe conjugate.
 
f=u-Tv-jw and div/=trace .
 








Let/be an elementary function on andD any derivation on J^. Then
 




Thefollowing is a proof for f(q)=([. After thisis completed,thetheorem wiU be
 
proven for elementary functions.
 
Given q=x+Ty+jz and/(q)=q"wewiU makethefollowing change ofvariables.
 
Let p =J-x'^ +y^ and L=—t=^===+^j^=. NotethatZ,^ =- 1.
 
2	 ^ j . 2
And set cos ©=— ——y and sm o=— j—2











= p (^cos^ ©+2cos©sin©L+sin^ ©L^)
 
= p (^cos^o+sin2©L+sin^ ©(- 1))
 








=P*(cosA:(d + siii^©I-)p(coso + sinoL)
 
= P*'^'(cosA:ocos(D + cosfeDsinaiL + coscosinfeoL - sin©sin A:®)
 
= p*"^^[cos(A:+l)o + sin(A;+l)oI,].
 
Therefore ^ "= p"(coswo + sin«©L) by an inductive proof.
 




If = p"(cosw® + sinnoL),
 
then = p"coswffl + p"sin«©L
 
p ysmmv/ p zsm.nwj
 






So M= p"coswQ, V=—,. and w=
 
■Jy' +z' ' 
Beginning with the adjoint matrix, we will compute its entries. 
f*{q) = nq"-' 
= «p"~^(cos(«-1)0 + sin(w - l)oZ-) 
n-l zj 









np" sin(«-1)© np" zsm(«-l)©
np" ' cos(«-1)(D 
np"~^y sm(n-1)® 






Next we will find the Jacobianfor f(q). 











Using u, V and w as definedpreviously we compute the Jacobian entires. 
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n • dw „_2
 


































=-np Sinn© + nxp" ^ cosn©
 












































dv y. f „ dw . „_i dp
 
—= I p ncosn©-— + smnonp —
 
dx +2^ V ax dxJ
 
y 2x(v^+z^) . , 1 _i I






















dw z („ dw . „_i ap

—= , =r p ncosn©— + smnonp -—
 dx ■yjy'^ "I" 
„ 2x(j^+z^) . „-i 1 -lo I 
p ncosn©— + smnonp —p 2x-sin2©p^ 2 ) 
'^p"'^ncosn©2pcos©p^ sin^ © „_2
+ np pcososmn© 
-sin2© . > 
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du „ . aw „_iap
 










. 2 y +z
 




Wewillnow take the derivative with respect to y.
 



















Wenow substitute the value of— into the above equation.
 
» . 
X y „_i 1 _ 1 
— =-p nsmna +cos«©«p ~p 2y 








=no M 7—. +cos«op
 
V p smcocoscD y
 
H-i -smwcDcoscD ^  cosnco
 




~"P A psinco psinco
 
np"~'y













vwcoswco— + sinw© +jsmnoowp'





























. „-i 2 . . p""Vsmw©






































 ■/+z^ sino 
dw -s//Tz^ » 5o . 5p
p zwcoswo— + smwozwp —
 







*2, f n ^
 V?+z I p"zwcoswox V . „_1 1
 
—^ —T—: — + smwozwp —p 2>'
 
4-7- V r* cin rricri^ 2
















»-i «-i . . P" sinwo
 














P yz f . smwo
 
=	—; nCOS(«-1)CD - —;
 
y +z V smo
 
n . ^ «-l , ^P 1 _ 1

^=-np sinnffl—+coswowp — where —=—p 2z
 














We willnowtake the derivative with respectto z.
 














Wenow substitute the value of into the above equation.
 
du „ . x^z
 





-np smwop cos o ,
 










np"~^z. . . • \
 




















^ -—; vpwcosw©— +vsm«©«p



















J +z sin©cos© psm©y
 
p yz( sm«©







—r r ncos(«-l)© - . •
 













dw -sjy^ +z^ d& _, 5p

p"(zncos«©— + sin wo)+zsinwonp" —
 


























/+z' . p" Vsinno
 








.. . . p z smwo
 



















p"~' f y smwo
 










Now that all ofthe entries have beenfound we can write the Jacobian as a matrix.
 













2 , 2 2 , 2
 




































 ny^ cos(«-1)© + nz^ cos(«-1)©
 
=np" cos(«-1)© - 2 2 z^ sinw© sin«©
 


































































































































































0 /2p" ^ cos(«-l)a)
 
■/ 
To see how the entries ^ 22 and ^ 33 were shown to be equal, see below. 
^«-l 
z smwcD 
= ny^ cos(n - l)co + 
smcD 
^M-l 
y sm«© p" ^ sinwo 
2 , nz^ cos(k - l)co+
y +2
2 sinco sin© 
p"' sin«© p"' sinn© = np" cos(« -1)© + 
sin© sin© 
= np" cos(« -1)©. 
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z^ sm«© p" ^ sinw©
 
ny^ cos(n-l)o+
 /+z^ sin© sin©
 
, . p Sinn© p Sinn©
 






Theorem 4.3 hasbeen provenforfunctionsiu oftheformffq)=^. The
 
equation A^.= +D* J^ +{divf)i^D wasonly provenfor monomialswithout
 
coefficients. Ifa real coefficient wereintroduced,it would stiU be true becausethe
 
coefficient could be pulled out in front. Since theformula contains aU linear operations it
 
followsfrom basic linear algebra thattheformula is also truefor finite sumsofmonomials.
 
In other words,it is also truefor polynomials.
 
Istheformula^^.= Jy +D*[jy ■¥{divf)I^D also true for convergent power 
oo /*
series/{q) = ? It was shownin Chapter 3 that/converges, and therefore / 
«=0 
converges on the same openball. Since A^, is made up of the three components of f, aU 
the entries in A^,, converge. Thus, A^, is well-defined for a power series. Also five 
entries inJf are the same as the ones in A^. so that leaves only four entries left to check. 
























c^p ysmnw c„p zsmncy
 





^ n -c„pjsmnoi ^c„pzsmnoy

= 2:c„p cosno + Z—I + Z I .

«=0 «=0 ^-^2^^2 „=o ^j;2 ^^2
 
This givesusu,v and w.
 
, , 5v 5v ^ .dw , ,
 
Weneed to check —,-r—, and — to make sure they converge.
 














^c„p" cos(n-l)o .^c„p"'z^ sinw®
 
= 2j 5 5 ^ "I" 2-i~
 























dv ^c„p"~^yzf ^ sinW
 
—= ^ ncos(«-l)o + .
 






y^ . 5m .
 








Therefore — converges. Thenexttwo entries — and -r- also converge because of
 
dz dy dz ,
 
their similarities to the previoustwo entries. Nowthat all ofthe entries ofJf have been
 
■ ' . 00 • 












The corollary is true because the only derivation ofthe complex plane isthe zero
 






Going back again to the exponentialfunction which is an example ofan elementary
 
function,we can check to see ifitfollows onrformula.
 




e cos^ -e sm^cosx}/ -e sm5'sm\|/
 




+e^ cosscos^ \|/ +e cos^sm\|/cosvi/
 




+e cos5sm\i/cos\|/ +e^ cos^sin^ \|/
 
. e sm^'sm \|/ . 2 ^ sm^'cos v|/ . ..
 






























+e cosjsin>>cosy +e'coss'cos^ y ­
r t
 
e cosj -e smscos\|/ -e smjsin\(/
 
e smjcosxi/ e cosj 0
 
e smjsmvi/ e C0S5
 
Ourformula worksfor the e7q)onentialfunction,and yields some identities connecting the
 
power series and closedform expressions. These will be usefiil later when we are working
 
with Stokes's Theorem and the divergence theorem.
 


























sinO . lim sini'
 

















































































































The Jacobian and the adjoint are equalwhen evaluated at^=0forthe e?q)onential
 
function. Both are equalto the identity matrix. While thisistrueforthe e?q)onential
 




Ix ^2y -2z 
SoJ^ = 2y 2x 0 
\2z 0 2x j 
'^0 0 0
 






Also A^,= 2y 2x 0
 










It turns outthat at the point ofe7q)ansion,q=0,forthefunction /{q)-q^
 
A^.=Jj. They are both the zero matrix. Thisistruefor all monomials\^4ere«> 1. For
 
fi.q)-q^ Jf - =/at q'=0. The same would betrue for/(q')= c^q".
 




they were when using /(q')=q" exceptthat each entry has a real coefficient and a
 
summation now,it would still be true. The same reasonsused before apply now. At
 
q=0,x=0, y=^0andz=0. Therefore, p=0,and each entry contains a p so each entry
 






For all elementary fimctions on J,Jj(a)= A^.(a). Li other words,the Jacobian and
 
adjoint matrices are equal at the point ofexpansion.
 




Suppose wehave afunction /;J-> J and Jf has c°° entries on an open,simply-

connected set f2. If Jf +D*^Jf satisfies our generalized Cauchy-Riemann
 









The last part ofthis paper will consider some apphcations ofelementary functions
 
on J. We are dealing with a vector field Fand so the curl and divergence wiU be
 














Wewin begin by computingthe divergence ofan elementary fimction. Also,the
 








= P' cos«co+sm«(oJ I
 
p ysm«©z p zsmn&j
 
= p"cosnQ+—,. _ +­
p p zsmnq/
 










^ „ ^c„p;;sm«Qr , ^c„p zsmn©/

where u= 2wC„p coswo, v= 2^—, — and w= 2^
 
n=0



















dy n=iy^ +z^ sino
 
c„p"~' , - , V sinwo
 





z smno 2 . . j sinwo 
ny^ cos(«- l)a)+ +nz coS(,n-l)© +—: 
w-1 smcDdiv/= Sc„p' wcos(w-l)co + ■—­
«=1
 / +z^ 
n-\ 
c„P smwo 
= 2 +z^)«cos(w-1)q + +z^)«cos(n-l)© + +z^)—n=\y'^ +z^ sm© J 
n-\ . . sm^zG): 2C„P' 2cosiw-l)cD + —^ 
«=1 smo J 
Similarly, div/ = = -2c„p''~^ ^  . 
ox dy dz n=i sm© 
Now we will compute the divergence of the e^qionential fimction as well as the 
divergence ofits conjugate. We willbe using the e^qilicit form of eiqionential instead of 










du ' dv e . . 2 t 2
 




.dw e , 2 / - 2
 
















Before applying the divergencetheorem,wewill computethe curl of
 
CO ■ 






i j k 
d d d 
The curl/= 
dx dy dz 
u V w 
dw dv du dw dv du^
 
















^ 2 , 2	 2 , 2
 
«=1 +Z smcD . n=\y +Z	 smcD J
 




^c„«p" Vsm(«-l)o ^c„«p" sm(«-l)o

2^ I — + 2^~
 




~ 22j I , 2L­
"=1 " -y/j +Z "=1
 




The vector field afforded bythe conjugate ofan elementary on Jis curl-fiee,whereasthe
 
curl ofa vector field afforded by the elementary fimction itselflies in the i]-plane.
 

































































Let/(z)=e', wherez=x+iy then /(z)=e' (cosj+isinj).
 














These results coincide with the results obtained for f{q) since in the xy-plane
 
\l/=0 and the curl of would then be(o, 0, -2e'sin5). There is a difiference in sign
 
which is acceptable because the cmlneeds an orientation defined.
 
What aboutthe general elementary function? It must also agree with the complex
 
exponentialfunction when restricted to the xy-plane. Thiswould meanz=0and
 
curl/=f0, 0, 2Scjip" ^ sin(«-l)o 1. Notice thatIlet —^=1 instead of±1. It is
 
not necessary to worry aboutthe sign,as said previously,since itjust givesthe
 






































Nowthat the divergence and curlhave been computedfor both functions,the
 
Divergence Theorem and Stokes's Theorem can be applied.
 
Divergence Theorem on miit ball
 
LetFbe continuously differentiable throughoutthe unit ball.
 




In order to use the divergencetheorem we willneed to decide on the variablesto
 





The first method is a variation On the cylindrical coordinate ^stem.
 
Before integrating,the limits ofintegration needed to be determined. Oncefound,
 












Checkingthe limits ofintegration overthe unit ball,wehave
 
231 1 VHvr' 231 1
 
J J ssdtdsd\\f= J dsd\]f
 
























]-d\\i=-\\i ^ which is xsiiat it should be.
 




































No elementary antiderivative existsfor this integral. Variations ofthis integral
 




Thistime spherical coordinateswiU be used. Wewill begin by applyingthe
 
divergence theoremto the conjugate ofthe general elementary function. Thevariables of
 





p= magnitude oiq = yjx^ +y^ +z^ 0<p <1
 
CO = angle q makeswith the real axis 0<o < ti:
 
y= angle theC-plane(q liesin)makeswith the xy-plane 0< vp < 7i
 












ball 0 0 0 «=1
 




n=l 0 0 0
 
-il


























































Therefore I I Idiyf=-47t2­
*=0 (2A:+l)(2A:+3)'
 
Nowthe divergence theorem will be applied to the elementary function,usingthe
 
same limits and Jacobian.
 
smncD
Given/(^)= ^ c,„q" ,then div/= 2c„pM-l 2cos(^-1)0+— p smo.
 
«=0 «=1 smcD .
 
sm^icD
I I ldiv/^fv=Tl}ic„p" 2cos(w-l)co+—: p smcD
 
ball 0 0 Ow=l smcD J
 
00 2n ^  1.
 
22c IIIp""^^ COS(w-l)QSiQG)dipifo)<i\l/+47l27— —IT
 
«=1 "0 0 0 . K- Y +i)(2A:+3)
 
00 271 ^ 
 
22c„ J J cos(«-1)0si
mo t/axiv|/+4712
 
M=i 0 0n H-2 t=o(2A:+l)(2A:+3)
 











«=m+2o 0^ J ^ t=o(2A:+1)(2A:+3)
 



























=t ^ I ^ d^+4%S
 
























M=iw+2 n n-2 t=o(2A:+l)(2;fc +3) 
n odd 
00 P« 2nc - 4 _ C//2A:+1= 2-^ + 471 2 
«=iw +2 _n{n-2). ft=o(2ii: +l)(2;t+3) 
n odd 
^ 87IC„ ^ 47IC, 
~ 2j 7 Zw 2j»=i«(«+2)(n-2) »=in(n+2)
 






4712-7 -77 rr n odd
«=!«(«+ 2)(«-2) 
= 471 2t=o(2A:+ l)(2A:+3)(2A:-l)' 




Instead ofintegrating the divergence ofthe exponentialfunction,the previous
 
work will be applied.
 
Let m=e'= tvM.c,=i so
 
















From previous work( I (div/=- for/(«)= So,?".
 












1 1 1 1
 
=-471 +^ ,,.+...+7— rrr— rr-T—X7+...
U-3 3-5-3! 5-7-5! ■" (2ifc +l)(2A:+3)(2A:+1)! / 
We want to rewrite this series and compare it with the integral we foundpreviously using 
cylindrical coordinates. We recall the MacLauren expansion of the hyperbolic sine 













f sinlifx) x^ x'
 












sinh(x)= shi(x), then J xl = }xg(x)<i)£:.
0 t 
Therefore J J Jdry/" =- 4n]xg{x)dx 
]■ f sinh(t)
= -47iJ xJ —dt cfefor/(^)= lLc„q".
oL 0 / «=0 
In order to finish this, integrationby parts willbe used. 
jsinh(/)




, sinh(x) , 1 2du= ax V = —X 
2 
So / J J diy/" =-An 
Vo X A2 y 0 2 X 





















Another identity can be obtamed by equating whatwasjustfound with the attempt
 










By equating these two results,
 










































Therefore,shii})is slightly greater tlian 1. {shi{\)« L0573)
 








Thus we have obtained an explicit evaluation of an integral form which appears in the 












IfCboundsa surface S, andSlies within the region ofconvergencefor/and F
 
(respectively F)is a vector field afforded by/(respectively /),then
 






Forthe conjugate ofan elementary fimction/with
 
( _ _ ^
 
-2«p" sin(w-1)q 2np" sin(n-1)q

curlf- and curl/"=(o, 0, o),the line
 
' ' V/ ^
 
integral ofF over Cis equalto zero. Whereasfor/,the line integral ofFover any C
 








The purpose ofthis paper wasto study the properties offunctions dejfined on a
 
distinguished hyperplane ofthe quaternion. We choseJto be a 3-dimensional subspace
 
which wasclosed under integral powers. This permitted the construction offunctions on
 
Jby power series with real coefficients.
 
Thesefunctions were called elementary fimctions and were shownto converge on
 
a ball centered at the point ofexpansion which wastaken withoutloss ofgenerality to be
 
the origin. The significance ofthese functionsisthat they generalize analytic fimctions on
 
the complex plane to three dimensions. The stupesthatfollowed were similarto those
 
done in real and complex analysis. Throughoutthe paper,the e^qponential fimction,which
 
is an example ofan elementary function,wasused to demonstrate the properties of
 
elementary functions. The exponentialfunction,defined as a power series with real
 
coefficients,wasshown to converge on the whole space. Becausethe exponential
 
fimction could be written in seriesform as wellascomponentform,comparisonswere
 
made which led to interesting identities.
 
Continuing with whatwasdone in complex analysis,an attempt was madeto
 
define a quatemionic derivative. Since elementary fimctionshad properties similarto
 
complex analytic fimctions,it washoped thatthe derivative could be defined as it was
 




power rule wasused to define a new fimction called the derived fimction,and a
 
relationship between the adjoint ofthe derived fimction and the Jacobian wasestablished.
 
In real and complex space,thesetwo matrices are identical. However,in quatemionic
 
space,the relationship was different. An equation relating these objectswasobtained
 
using derivations on J^.
 
Finally,some applications ofthese elementary fimctions were considered. The
 
Divergence Theorem and Stokes's Theorem,which have applicationsin physics,were
 
applied to the quatemionicvector field. Special emphasiswasgiven to the e^onential
 
fimction as an example.
 
The studies done in this paper arejustthe beginning ofwhat could be explored in
 
the area ofquatemionic analysis. Since the upper-halfspace ofJis a modelfor
 
hyperbolic geometry,these elementary fimctions may have applicationsin thisfield of
 
study. In the latter part ofthe paper,the curl ofthe vector field afforded by elementary
 
fimctions and their quatemionic conjugateswascomputed. Since the curl ofthe conjugate
 
tumed outto be zero on an open ball which is simply connected,weknow a scalar
 
potentialfimction existsforthe conjugate fimction. What applications mi^tbe derived
 
fromthe scalar potentialfimction,and what methods could be used? Also,since complex
 
analytic fimctions are usefulin the theory ofplanar elasticity,what are the applications of
 
these 3-dimensional elementary fimctionsin the theory ofelasticity?
 
Finally, since the main identity in the paper(Theorem 4.3)expressesthe adjoint
 




forthe determination ofcoefficients ofthe power series expansion ofa complex analytic
 
function fromthe values ofits derivatiyes. Two questionsin particular occur. What
 
properties ofthe Jacobian ofafunction/:J J ensure that it has an e?q)ansion as an
 
elementary function on some ball? Also,isthere a Cauchy integral-typeformula for an
 
elementary function/:J -> J? Asone can see,the topic ofthis paper has many
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